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Madame Merkel – Between Munich, Moscow,
Washington and Minsk — Jet-setting for Peace or
Propaganda?
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Madame Merkel attended on 6 February the 6-7 February NATO security Conference in
Munich. Then, not listening to what Mr. Lavrov had to say to the conference on 7 February,
she jetted with ‘General’ (as in Napoleon) Hollande of France to Moscow to meet ‘urgently’
with Mr. Putin on 7 February to initiate new peace / truce talks on Ukraine. Keeping the
results largely under wraps, not to divulge to her own people or the rest of Europe, she
stopped briefly over in Germany where she finally talked to Sergei Lavrov, before jetting on
to emperor Obama for reporting and consulting.

What does the master say? We don’t know yet – eagerly awaiting the mainstream media
spin. It should be hitting us shortly. – Next stop Minsk. Merkel with Holland in tow, for talks
with Putin and Poroshenko. What else is new? Poroshenko can’t budge without a nod from
Washington –  which he will  not  get,  of  course.  Peace is  not  part  of  Obama’s and his
henchmen’s game plan. He needs war, and he wants Ukraine.

Does  this  look  like  a  serious  attempt  by  Europe  to  reach  peace  in  Ukraine  or  sheer
propaganda? – Taking hapless Hollande along to Moscow and Minsk, makes it look graver,
more serious, but is likely just another propaganda stunt, replaying the odd, old German-
French tandem; of course, as a new lie campaign, eventually serving to vilify Vladimir Putin.
If it all fails. And fail it will, since Washington has no intention to reach an agreement.

The Kremlin will not give in handing over Ukraine on a silver platter to the emperor and his
European vassals, nor on any platter for that matter. And rightly so. Everybody knows that,
except for the msm-enslaved populace; a vast majority. Unfortunately.

Almost certainly, Mr. Putin stressed again, what he said since the beginning of the conflict,
that  there  are  no  Russian  troops  fighting  in  Ukraine,  humanitarian  aid  is  all  that  Russia
delivers to the cruelly bombed and massacred people of Neorussia, the Donbass area. This
was  recently  confirmed  by  Chief  of  Staff  of  Ukraine’s  Armed  Forces,  General  Viktor
M u z h e n k o  –
http://www.globalresearch.ca/ukrainian-government-no-russian-troops-are-fighting-against-u
s-sanctions-against-russia-based-on-falshoods/5428523.

Of course, no msm has picked up this little detail. How could they? It would throw out all
justification  for  western  sanctions  –  and  it  would  lay  bare  the  western,  Washington-driven
lies about Russian military intervention in Ukraine. People may start wondering, who if not
Russia, is responsible for the bloody civil war in Ukraine, that has already left more than
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5,400 people dead, hundreds of thousands without shelter and heating in the midst of
winter – and millions of refugees? – And for downing the Malaysian airliner MH17? – Could
we have been hoodwinked by the Empire of Chaos and its European vassals?

Mr. Putin may also have laid out to the odd couple, Merkel-Hollande, what he did since the
beginning  of  the  conflict  as  a  condition  of  peace,  or  at  least  a  truce  –  a  relative  large
autonomy for eastern Ukraine, with Russian as an official language – and NO NATO base in
Ukraine.

That sounds very reasonable, given the fact that the war was entirely instigated and the
Nazi putsch government (sic) put in place by Washington. Madame Nuland, Kerry’s sidekick,
testified to this in a telephone conversation on January 28, 2014, about three weeks before
the coup, with US ambassador Geoffrey Pyatt. The conversation was published on YouTube.
She knew whom she wanted to replace the democratically elected Victor Yanukovitsch with,
namely  with  “Yats”,  as  she calls  him endearingly,  the  ultra-right  wing,  fascist  Arseniy
Yatsenuik, today’s PM of the Kiev junta of thugs and murderers. She later bragged about it
at the Washington Press Club.

Again, the msm-lie and deceit machine is as of this day silent about it, lest Mr. Putin could
no  longer  be  demonized  and  his  country  ‘sanctioned’  –  sanctions,  which  badly  backfire
especially on Europe – who has built up close and friendly business and trade relationships
with Russia after the collapse of the Soviet Union. This was a logical step, not only from a
geographic  point  of  view;  but  also  seen  from  an  economic  development  ‘growth’
perspective.

Now – is Ms. Merkel seriously brokering for peace, because the German economy and the
Euro may be at stake if Germany is shut out of Russia and the rest of the Eastern markets –
all of Central Asia and China?

Keep in  mind,  there  is  already  the  Eurasian  Customs Union,  to  become the  Eurasian
Economic  Union  (EEU)  as  of  2015,  with  the  member  states  including  Russia,  Belarus,
Kazakhstan,  Armenia  and  Kyrgyzstan.  In  addition,  there  is  the  overlapping  Shanghai
Cooperation Organization (SCO) – China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, with
potentially new members of Afghanistan, Iran, Mongolia, and Pakistan.

Turkey and India are also SCO contenders, but with India betraying the BRICS and seemingly
rapidly defecting into the lush neoliberal Obama camp, and Turkey being torn apart, on the
one  hand  as  Europe’s  key  NATO  base,  and  on  the  other,  disgusted  by  Europe  and
increasingly leaning towards Russia and China – their SCO membership remains in suspense
for now.

The SCO, created in 2001, is a politico-economic and military association. Together the EEC
and the SCO account for about 25% of the world population and close to 30% of the world’s
economic output. The eastern alliance under Russian-Chinese leadership is well on course of
establishing its own monetary system, detached from the fraudulent dollar scheme.

Then there are the remaining BRICS, plus Argentina, Venezuela and possibly others that
would gladly be migrating out of Washington’s oppressive fangs into a friendly economic
environment, where national sovereignty still counts and is respected.

Given all these facts, is it too farfetched to assume that Madame Merkel may have seen the
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light  after  all,  racing  to  Obama,  telling  him  the  obvious?  That  without  a  change  of
Washington’s policy towards Russia not only the European economy may collapse, but that
the US economy may not survive either? – That with WWIII or even a new Cold War over
Ukraine, the world as we know it may eclipse? – That he, Mr. Obama, the emperor of the
exceptional  nation,  should put  his  bets  on other  horses than conflict  and eternal  war,  and
instead start thinking of peace and cooperation?

It would be fair to assume that Washington knows all that. There has been a pattern for the
last 35 years, the hegemonic implementation of a neoliberal dogma; controlling energy,
food,  money  and  people  under  a  one  world  order,  be  it  as  it  may,  through  financial  and
economic subjugation as with Greece and other southern European states, or with endless
outright  military  aggression  directly  or  by  proxy  (as  in  bought  (mis)leaders  and
mercenaries),  à la Afghanistan, Iraq,  Indonesia,  Libya, Pakistan, Syria,  Sudan, Thailand,
Yemen, and-so-on – and Ukraine. They, the master and his cronies, will not let go, no matter
what concessions Putin would be willing to make. Pursuit of the PNAC’s (Plan for a New
American Century) objective, Full Spectrum Dominance, knows no mercy. Obama himself is
a mere marionette of corporate empire, led by the military industrial  complex and the
Zionist-Anglo-Saxon banking system.

Madame Merkel, regardless of the tenor and contents of your discussion in Washington, it is
up to you, whether you want to lead Europe out of her conundrum – of her wavering
between prosperity and submission – between war and peace.

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He writes regularly for Global Research, ICH, RT, Sputnik News, the Voice of Russia / Ria
Novosti, TeleSur, The Vineyard of The Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author
of Implosion – An Economic Thriller about War, Environmental Destruction and Corporate
Greed – fiction based on facts and on 30 years of World Bank experience around the globe.
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